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Surmnary

We combine the ideas of kinetic energy equiPar-
titioning and nonlinear field energy to obtain a quan-
titative descrlpt)on for rms emittance changes ir,duced
in intense beams with two degrees of freedom. We de-
rive equations for emittance change in each plane for
continuous elliptical beams and axially syrrrnetric
bunched beams, with arbitrary initial charge distri-
butions within a constant foc)jsing channel. The com-
plex details of the mechanisms leading to kinetic
energy transfer are not ne:essary to obtain the
formulas. The resulting emittance growth equations
contain two separate terms: the first describes emit-
tance changes associated with the transfer of energy
between the two planes; th~ second describes cmittance
growth associated with the transfer of nonlinear field
energy into kinetic energy as the charge distribution
changms.

JnJCoduction

Recently, we presented a differential cquationl~z
for continuous ;~und beams with continuous linear
focusing (a smoothed representation of a real trans-
port line), which expresses a relationship between
the rat? of change of rms emittance and the rate of
chfinge of the nonlinecr field energy. The nonlinear
field energy is the residual field energy possessed
by betims with nonuniform charge distributions. It
depends only on tt,e shape of the charge distribution
and corresponds to the field entrgy available for
emittance growth. Using approximatiors~ valid for a
space-charge-dominated beam, namely constant MM beam
s~ze orrd homogenization (uniformity) of the final
charge dcn$lty, the integrated differential equation
yields an expression for emittance growth that agree~
well witn the n,,merical simulations, J~~ The emittance
growth formula also agrees with a formulo propospd
earliers to explain numerical simulation results for
a quadruple tronsport channel, Lqu~valent forms 01
the emittdnce !nd f!eld -energy differential r?lat ion
had bocn Olscov(:ed earl ier, ”,~ but it appears that
the utillty of this result for obtaining a t!~tter
und~rstanding of cmittancr grOWth effects in linac$
and tran;port $ystems had not b~.en recogni~ed. [xper
Imental evlden[e for th~ importanc~ of the rm!ttanre
growth equ,lt!on for unrreutrali:ed beams in a re~l
auadruDolP transp~rt channel ha< also bnpn repnrted.c.~

lor th~ round $yrwnetr\c beam, n flngle emittdnre
growth mc[han!sm was Isolntt$d, chara~terlzed by n
rapid charge density redlstrthut ion, as the charged
beam part lrle~, behaving l~!s?a plasma, adjust th~fr
po$;tlrsns to shf~ld th? ?rrternal fi~ld from the lnte
rior of ihe b?am. Ior lin?ar fm-u~ing, thi$ imDll~$
a unt$or~flcfsarge den$lty to produc~ th( reqvlrcd lin
?ar }pace charge fl~ld for exact $hlrldinv of be~m~
in th~ extr?me space r’harg~ (z?ro ●mitten{@) I\mlt.
In gwrral, thi~ i~ an aljproxlmaflon be(au$r fln!te
?mittfnr@ beams t?nd towhrd a mat(hed {hfirqe dPn\ltv

with a tcntral uniform (OIF and d flnlte thl(kneii

.
●Work $upport~d by Ih- II\, [)vl)t of lIIPrUV

boundary. roughly equal to the Debye length. The rms
emittance growth itself arises from the nonlinear
space-charge fields, when .he beam charge density is
nonuniform. The basic relationship between field
energy and rms emittance is not restricted to a round
continuous beam. The relationship for a 1-D sheet
beam was derived earl ier”.” and, more recently, one of
us (I. H.) has generalized the differential equation
to include asynunetric continuous (elliptical) beams
and bunched beams in free space.lo This new result
allows us to derive more general formulas for space-
charge-induced ●mittance growth tnat include (1) the
charge density redistribution and (2) kinetic energy
exchange between different degrees of freedom.

The suggestion of emittance growth associated
with kinetic energy exchange was made many years ago
to explain the numerical studies for the CERN and
Brookhaven linac injectors.~l-ia The law of equipar-
titio.~ of energy was invoked. which asserts that in
thermal equilibrium, the same average kinetic energy
is associated with each degree of freedom. But fur-
ther study was required to establish this principle
in a charged-particle accelerator, where collecf.ive
fields dominate over particle collisions. More recent
numerical simulation studies of high-current asyrnnet-
ric continuous beamsJ*~l* and bunched linear-
accelerator beamsi~-lo reaffirmed the importance of
the kinetic-energy exchange mechanism. Detdi led anal-
ysis of the K-V distribution for 2-0 asynwnetric
beamsl~~i* resulted in a prediction of coherent-mode
instability thresholds for asyrwnetric beams, which
established a collective field mechanism or kinetic
energy exchange. The predicted threshold values even
agr~ed closely with numerical simulation results for
bunched beams,l-!zo Simulation studies clearly showvd
that equipartitioning doef occur when the space charg~
forces becom~ large. ~o However, theoretical pred{[
tions for the magnitude of the emittance growth from
equipartitioning were still not obtainat~lr,

In this paper, we use the general ●quation relflt
ing field energy and rm> emittance to derive equ,!tlons
for emit tanre growth for rms matched beam} with con
tinuout lin~flr focusing, which include both thr ch,lrgr
density fnjistributlon and th~ kinetic energy exchal)qv
mc~hanlsm~ The$e equations co,ltain two final >talu
parfimptprs: the final nonlinear field energy and thr
final value of a new quantity called th? part itlnll
paramet?r, We disrut~ the chararteri$tl[.$ of tnr<r
final-state paramrter$ deduced from our numerltal $Im
ulation studi?s. We invok~ two hyprr!h?~es, ohsrrvr[i
from simulation studi?s to approximately charfic’trrl?o
thr final statr for spar? charge domirwlted b~ami
(1) homogpnizdt ion (charg~ density un!’ormily) and
(2) ?quipartitioning, For intense bean>, thr>r
hypotheses allow U$ to ootain valuet fjr thr two
final -statf parameters and equof ions ;or ?mittan{r
growth that d~pend only on the init!al beam proprr
ti?t. W? preient equation> for bc,rfh2 U continuuu”,
beoms and axial IV \yrmnetrlc bunchwl beam~, WaI prpirllt
details of thr nunwrlcal simulation r~sults for thr
7 U a~ymnetric b~ams in an accompa,!~lrsg pap~rli at
thi> ronfrr?flre. The equations will Jpply tu bram”t
in frco \palP, or b~am$ within a conducting plpc WI,II,.O
radlu$ ii mu[h Iargrr than the bmm ItJP, Thr oflr{li
01 imaur chanvei in smaller piprt wI II rcqulr? Iurthrf
Itlldy



2-D continuous Beams

Emittance Growth
For a aeneral 2-D continuous beam. the relation-

ship betwee~ field energy and rms emittance, exact
for an elliptical beam with an arbitrary Chdrge dis-
tribution in free space, can be written aSIO

, dc2 , dc2 dU
Y—~+—— =-KJ,

X2 ds V2 ds ds
(1)

where s is the distance along the beam axis, and the
parameters X and Y are the total Semiaxes of the
equivalent-uniform beam (uniform beam with the same

‘MS“2%s‘he/*t”a’beam)V%’at’d‘0‘he/%beam
sizes ~xLand~y(by X=2~ x’andf=2~yC .
For nonelliptical beams, Eq. (1) is an approximation.
that can be tested by numerical studies. The quan-
tity K is the generalized perveance given in terms of
charge e, mass m, number of beam particles per unit
length Nt, velocity v, relativistic mass factor y,
and free-space permittivity to by K = e~N1/2~cOmv?y3,
and the actual beam current I is given by 1 = N~ ev.
The quantity Un = IJ/wO is the normalized nonlinear
field energy, where U is the difference between the
self-electric field energies per unit length of the
actual beam and the equivalent uniform beam, and the
quantity wo I (eN1)2/16wc0 is a field energy per unit
length normalization parameter. 130th the electric-
and magnetic-field contributions are contained in
Eq. (1) by including the factor Y3 in the definition
of K (Y2 accour!ts for the magneti. field and y accounts
for the relativistic mass), We have learned from our
numerical studies~i that Un is independent of X and
Y, independent of beam current, and has a unique valu~
for a given charge-density profile that is a measure
of the charge-density nonuniformity. The minimum
value of Un is Un = O for a uniform beam. Values of
Un for some conwnon charge distributions in Table I
and in Refs. 1 and 2 illustrate these properties. 1he
rms emittance, tx, in [q. (1) is defined by

— —— — 1/2
c - 4(X? X’7 - xx’x 2, ,

where the be~m diverge r,ce x’ is r’e
x velocity component k Oy x w vx’,
definitions apply for the y planr.
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space-charge-domtnated beams with linear continuous
focusing. as we have learned from numerical simulation
work.~i Then we can integrate Eq. (1) and obtain

(3)
Ac 2 2

,5

i Y2=-KAun”

Equation 3 is the basts for the emittance-growth
equati>ns that we will derive.

For ,:n rms matched beam, we can write Cx =
XX’ and Cy= YY’ , where X’ and Y’ are related to

J ~ and~ by X’ u 247rms beam divergences x
c

and Y’ = 2Jy ’2. It is convenient *O introduce a new
parameter P that we cdll the partition parameter,
defined by

p * X’Z/y’? (4)

When the transverse motion is nonrelativistic, the
quantity P is a measure of the kinetic-energy asyrnne
try. Using the partition parameter, we ‘an re-expres
Eq. (3) in the two forms that give emittance-growth
equations in each plane. We obtain

[

(f’i - Pf)

1

1/2
‘Xf ‘f—. ~ (Unf - up’) ,1 ‘pi(l + P+j - (1 +IIf) ,2
Cxi xi

and

[

(pi& -Pf)
‘ + (1 + Pf)

- –—d ~unf
(1 : Pf) ,2 1- Uni) ,

‘yi yi J

where the subscripts i dnd
final states. It i~ conven
and (6) using the rcsultsza

()
2

&
- G2(X/Y) !!It_l,

2 k2
‘yi yt

and

(i
!!!!.2* .2

2
‘xi ()x/’Y) k& - , ,—.

‘i k2
yi

/2

(6)

ndrefer to the initial
ent to rewrite Eqs. (5)

(7)

(If)

where the functfon G2(X/Y) if defined as

G(X/Yj =~(1 + x/’Y) .
t

(’-I)

lhe quant~tle> kyl and koy arp tho inltlal botatrun
‘wavo number (tune) of f.hr equivalent uniform b~am (in
cludinq tpace charg?), afid the zero current bet,ttror}
wavr number, respcctlvrly, for the yplane, lhr brt,l
tro’1 tun? ratio in the x planr can be Pa\il/ exprr”,l,ml
in terms of the y-plan~ ratio~~ and could Pqually wrll
hav~ b?rn used \nstaad, lh?sr betatron wav~ numb(>r~
mraturp the ?ffect!vene}$ of the focustng with and
without tpace tharg? and a$ beam Inten\lty incroa~o”,,
ky~zt~y d?crca$cs. The relationc,hip betw~en th~ tunr
deprpt~,tori ratio kyi/k~y and the b?am and channrl
ptirarnetertK, .x, ry, kcjx, and k~ , 1} algebrallallv

[compll(.at?d arid is mo%t oa$lly ob alnpd numc~l(ally,
but n~a~’ th~ \pace charg~ llmlt, a %lmplp rptult I\’J

(lo)



Ue can also write Pi = (Cx/cy)2/(X/Y)2, where X/y z
22

koy’kox ‘ for a space-charge-dominated beam. Substitu-

tion of Eqs. (7) and (8) into Ecis. (5) and (6) Yields

‘f

(

k2

Pi(l + Pf) G2(XiY) 4
k~i

and

>

[

(P+ - P’)

Cyi
= ‘+(l+Pf)

(11)

7 1/2

)]

1 (Unf - unj) ,

(12)

-(1 :Pf)
‘2(x’y)ri-”’)(un< uni)l”2 “

~qu~tions (11) and (12) express the emittance-growth
ratios in terms of the initial beam variables )/Y,
Pi, k i/kOy, and Unj and two final-state variat,les
lfan~Unf. Theequations contain twogrowth (or
decay) terms: one that dePends on the change in the
partition parameter P and the other thot depencls on
the change in nonlinear field ener9Y Un. For I.he
case of a round synmwtric beam, where X E Y and Pf =
Pi = 1, these equations reduce to the results {Ilready
presented in Refs. 1 and 2

The values of the i!ilal-state parameters rmst be
determined either from addit’orral theory or from
numerical simulation. At oresent, we have the numer -
fc.li simulat~on results available to us.~i From these
studies using different initial distributions, we
conclude that the charge-density redistributiorl is
very rapid, and after only a few plasma period!, the
beam density, ignoring a low-density halo, Is nearly

untform (Unf ~ O) when the beam trrtensity is h{gh
enough that the charge-density redistri~ution effect
ci,uses significant emittance growth.

Kinetic energy excharge is a slower proce!s than
the charge density redistribution and ‘-an typtt ally,
t~ke tens of plasma periods. For the followinfl dis
cu$~ion, up will assume that Pi > 1. The final par
tltlon parameter, Pf, depe~ds strongly on kyt/k~y.
For reasonable propagation di~~ances, we can identify
three distinct regions: (1) a stable region, khere P
doet not chonge (tune depressions above app~-uxtrnately
k,,i/kO ~ 0,5 to 0,6 for mo{t initial distributions);
(!) a [ransition region w~th partial or incomplete
equipartitlonlng, where 1 < Pf < Pi (k i/k y below

fthr turr~ depression threshold); and (3Y fu I equipar
tit!oning, where Pf - 1 for suffirlrntly low tune
dpprpztion>, As the beam propagat~s furth?r, Pf * I
throughout th- translticrn reglo~, and thp curve of I’f
v~rsus kyi/k~y approa~tr~~ a $tep fufrctlon.

If we assume that for the highe>t b~am Intpn$l
tlrs th? final beam tharg~
nornoqenlzcd (Unf - O) and
energy is equipartitiorred

(1’, ~)‘Mf - , ,.
tiz(x

NJ,” + ?1’CMt ,

density IS uniform or
hat thp final kirlptl{
[’f- 1), we ohtairl

2

()
1/?

‘) ‘W , u,,,

~i’ , (13)

yl

and

[

(Pi - 1) ()]G (X/Y) k;
1/2

~ =1+ +~ .Jl!-l u
2 2

. (14)
Cyi k2 ni

yi

Recent experimental studies* show evidence that
kinetic-energy e~change effects do lead to emittance
growth in real unneutralized 2-D asyrrmsetricbeams with
quadruple fccusirrg.

Minimum Final Emittanr~
A general result for a mtnimum final emittance

can be derived. This is most easily done by returning
to Lqs. (5) and (6) and using the ~esults,aa near2the
extreme space-charge limit, that X = 2K(kQy/kox) /

.-, . . . .
(k:x+ k;y) and Y< = 2K(kox/k Oy)c/(k~x + k~y).

Then, using the same assumptions of final-state hornog
enizat.ion and equipartitioning, we obtain

2 2 (1 + pi) (kov/kox)2 K2U

Cxf = Cxi 2P. ‘k2 ? ni ‘ (15)
1

ox + ‘Oy

and

2 (1 + pi)
2

2 (kox’key) K2uni ,
‘yf - Cyi 2 ‘~ 2

ox + ‘Oy

The minimum final emittances correspond to initial
emittances ;Xf = c f =

1
0 (the extreme space-charge

limit). Then we o tain

koy/kox
1/2

cxf,min =
m

K Uni ,

and

k /k
ox Oy 1/2

‘yf,min m
RKuni “

(16)

(17)

(18)

Equations (17) and (18) predict that the minimum
final emittance depends on the Initial nonlinear
field energy Urli, but not on the initial partition
parameter Pi. The minimum final emittances are l{ne
arly proportional to beam current through the paramr
ter K, The numerical siml:lation re~ults for a round
synmetric beami~? have shown excellent agreement with
Eqs. (15) and (16). and suD~orting experimental evi-
derr:e ha> also been reported~ for unneutralizecl heam~
in quadruple focusing channels,

3.a!.LnQYth..Le4rn JwJ_!bwlfJm_rrxqef4
Us{nq the pafi of matched rms envelope equation~

for the x- and y-plarrc$, and th~ d~f!nitlcns of the
equivalent, uniform bpam tunes kx and ky, it i>
straightforward to $how thet the three variables (P,
X/Y, and ky/koy that determine the emltt$nce growth)
can he expresled as funct!,)n$ Of three new dimrn~lon
le>~ variables that depend directly on the beam arid
channpl parameters K, ~x, ~y, ko” and kOy,IJ lhos(~
three new varlable~ con~lst of two curr~nt dep~rwirnt
paramotrri, Ux - K/JC k and u

x ox Y
, and thr- K/?.ykoy

ZPTO {urrer~t bwam a>pect ratio Xo/Yo - (Ixko /~vkox)”;”
Ihu$, 1’ , (-0,,for t g~ven initial charge den$ity pro ilo
stfint VaIUPS of Ux, Uy, and Xo/Yo should p~odu(e thv



same emittance growth from charge-density redistribu-
tion and kinetic-energy exchange. Me note that the
ratios I/tx and l/cy enter into Ux and Uy to d@-
termine the eniittance growth.

Axially Svnrnetric Bunched Beams

Emittance Growth

rnrss~~~a~~sa~i~% =~ and b = ~ in the labora-

syrmnetric bunch in free space with

tory frame, we write the differential relatlon between
the field energy and rms-emlttance for an arbitrary
charge-density profile asl”

2
dc;

25+L_= 32 d
> -~:(w-wu) “

(19)
a ds b2 6S

where W is the space-charge electric-field energy of
the bunch, and Wu is ttie same quantity for the equi-
valent, uniform ellipsoidal bunch. Equation (19) is
exact only for a uniform ellipsoid, and Is an approx-
imation for other cases. In Ea. (19), complete sym-
metry is assumed for the transverse i- an5 y-planes.
The quantity N is the ntimber of beam particles in the
bunch, and the emittance definitions are as given by
Eq. (2) kith the effective z-plane divergence given
byz’ = (2 - v)/v, where 2 Is the laboratory velocity
component of each particle along the beam axis, and v
is the velocity of the center of mass of the bunch,
We assume that a beam bunch is injected into a channel
with linear continuous focusing in all three planes
with equal focllslng in x and y (a smoothed represen-
tation of a well-bunched beam in a linac). We allow
for unequal kinetic energies and unequal focusing in
the transverse and longitudinal planes, where the
longitudinal kinetic energy is defined in the rest
frame of the bunch, The beam bunch Is assumed to
transform from atl initial to a final st~te, and as in
?h~ 7-D case, the rms beam sizes are assumed to remain
constant as the beam propagates, a good acwroximation
for space-charge-dominated beams with ‘inear continu-
ous focusing. ‘Integrating Lq. (19), we obtain

2At~ dc2
._.l

16K3
+A=—

a2 b2 b GO(b’a

2
K3 w —–h&~3 .

20~w,omv y

lhe average Feam current

Aun ,

Ike parameter with dimen

for a string of bunches
an rf linac with one bunch ppr rf period is given
1 ● Net/A, where c ts the spred of light, and k f’
tne rf wavelength, lh~ function Go(b/a) is given

Go (b/a) - (1 - R) + H(b/a)7 ,

wher~ H is the elllo~old form fact or. >s which is

20)

21)

n
by

by

(??)

aprrox!mately M - ll(j G/a) for a ne~rly spileriial
bunch and is M - 1/3 for an exactly :.pherlcal bunch.
The quantity Ui, - (W - Wu)/w3 l!.the .?orrnallzedDon
ltnear field energy, wherr w@ Oave chostn to
norr,~]ize tr W3 glv~n by

(N{)21io(b/a)
w. ● ———.f (?3)

03&%ob

“[’ra ‘Phcr’ca’ bunch ‘i’ ‘qua” ‘h” ‘pace C“argprl?(trlt field rncrgy w thin an cq~!lvalrnt uniform
burl(h,

In Table 11, we show values of Un calculated for a
spherical bunch for some consnon distributions. For a
spherical bunch, we find that ifndepends only on the
shape of the charge distribution an~ is independent
of rms beam size and beam current; 81s0, Un Is a meas-
ure of charge-density no,luniformity. having a minimum
value of zero ‘for a uniform bunch. Additional work
will be required ‘todetermine whether this choice of
normalization recults in a dimens’~onless nmlinear
field energy that is a function only of the charge-
density Profile in the general ellipsoidal case, inde-
pendent of the beam semiaxes a and b.

TABLE 11

Un FOR COMf4CINSPHERICA1 BUNCH

Distribution Charge density

Gaussian exp(-r2/202)

Parabolic
, _ r2//R2

Uniform 1

OISTRIBUTIONS

Un
—

0.308

0.0368

0!00

Again, we introduce the partition parameter P,
defined by

In the nonrelativistic limit, which is the case of
most Interest P is a measure of the kinetic energy
asynmretry between the longitudinal and transverse
planes in the bunch rest frame. Usin~ the partition
parameter, we can re-express Eq. (20) to give emit-
tance growth equations in each plane. The results
are

>f.

Czi

and

[

L (pi - Pf)

‘- P1(2+Pf)

(

k2
~ ‘f
Pi (2 + Pf)

G(b/a) A
k2
yi

+
(p, - f’f)-—.._
(2 + Pf)

(25)

-, 1/2

)
I

1 (unf -Uni); ,

J

(26)

L

k2

()

I

1/2

-,J-— G(b/a) A - i (Unf(2 + fJf) ~2 - Un, )

y{ 1

where the subscripts i and f refer to the in~tlal and
final states. The function G(b/a) is defined by

G(b/a) - 7Go(b/a)/3(1 - PI) , (21)

and the quantit{e> k i and koy are the initial bct~
tron wove number of {he equivalent uniform beam with
space charge and the zero-current bctatron wave num
her, resptctfvely, for the y-plane. The inltlal tune
depression ratio k7\/k70 can be expressed~’ as a fun(
tlon of kyt/k,

Oy’ “i’ and b/a. An approximate relo

tionship for the tune -depref$ion ratio ky~/kOy, with



respect to the parameters of the beam and channel
valld near the extremespace-charge limit, Is*’

$“%(8’’3(’+2$’’’9”3 - (20)

kde can also wrote Pi ■ (gzl/cv1)2/(b/a)2. where b/a :
.-

(1 t 2k~v/lc~z)/3 for a space-~harge-dominated beam.

As III th; 2~D case. if ue assume that for high beam
intensities the beam approiscfses final-state homogeni-
zation (Unf = O) and kinet~c-enww w~partitiontfw
(Pf = 1 nonrelativistically). we obtain emittance-
growth cquatlms !JIVen by

[

1/2

(H
~2

2+M.M#&.I ‘ni ,(29)ym ,.$W

CZi PI yi

and

[

kz
1/2

yf,+ (p, 01_2+sfp-Q
3 k2

- 1 Un, . (30)
cyl yl

Numerical simulation studlts for the case of spherical
bunches uith different charge de~sity distributions’
have shown gooci agreement ulth Eqs. (29) and (30).
The above emittance-growth ●quations for nonspherical
bunches have not yet been tested by numerical slmu!a-
t!on.

NillifaumFlnal Hrdttance
The assusnpilons of final-state homogenization and

equipartitionlng near the eutreme space-charge limit
result in

/3

u n~ ‘
(31)

afid

(2 + F’, )22

‘()

16G (b/d) K 2 2’3
&

cyf
+

- cyi 3 3 ‘ni ‘ (32)
‘Oy

where Gy(b/a
{r

GO[3(I - H)/Z\b/a)4]1’3 and Gz(b/il) =
Gn[3(b/a)2M] /3. The minimum final emittance occurs

= c~l = a (eat
in

tfie!lthe lnit!~l WdttanCQS are Cy,
sgac?-churge limtt), which results

/ )()
~ 1/2 ~ 2 l/Ll

4 .31 A ~n~iz ,
Czf,min -

\ ‘Oz

and

cyf,min -

Equations
●ar fteld

(33) and (34) Cf@Dend on the initial nonl
enerqy Un~, but are Independent of Pi, a

em

33)

34}

n

..
conclusion that was found a}so for the 2.0 LIroblen.
For the bunched-beam problem, the mln!mum finol emit-
tances are proportional to lZ/3, tkruugh the parameter
K3, This is in contrast to the }i,lear dependence
obtained for the 2-O continuous beam. lh~ ]7f3 prc
oiction agrees wII w!th numerl:al stimulation studi~t

for a spherical bunch.* The only linac experimental
results of Mlctt we are aware~l are unpublished, and
the Wzorteci result is that the msasured scaling al
minimum final emtttance IS in the range of 1~/3 to
11/2. If these results are confirmed, they suggest
that other emittance-growth mchanisms may also con-
tribute significantly In real linacs.

Scallna Ultfs Bed a dC hannel Parameters
From thema~ch~d envelope eauations for the

bunched beam and the definitions of the eWIValent

unl~onn bunch tutss ky and kz, we can sk@4 that the
three variables (P, bia, and ky/key) that detemlne
the amtttance growth can be expressed as fuccctlons of
three new variables that depe~ld directly on the beam
and channel paramters K3, Cy, Cz. key, anO koz. The
three new variables are u.., u-. and b_la-, where

=4K3k~~21~y~~1zko , uy=~k3k~~2;cY/2koz, and
‘Y

~~ ‘Then, co,lst~n{ values ofbo/ao= (czkOy/cykO ) 12.
Uy, Uz, and bo/ao s ould yield the stme emlttance
orowth ratios for a aiven initial charae-densitv ~ro-
~ile, asiiming that ;O other sources o~ emittan;e’
‘3rq/9r:n:ry’:1/’For bunched beams, the ratios
I/cycz Zy enter Into Uy and Uz and

determine the emittance growth, In”contrast to the 1/,
ratios that enter for 2-D beams. For spheriral
bunches, this Implies that the emlttance growth de-
pends on 11C312. !de have found excellent agreement
of this scaling rule In our numerical simulation stud-
ies for spherical bunches.~

~onclusions

tie have presented equations for 2-D continuous
beams and axially synsnetrlc bunched beams with linear
continuous focusln~ 10 free space that predict sfmce-
charge-induced emittance grouth associated with two
mechanisms: (1) charge-density redistribution and
(2) klne?ic-merqy exchange. Me have used the r:la-
tlon be’iween field energy and m smittance to obtain
results, which have been expressed In terms of both
the initial brain variables, and two dimenstonle$l
final-state variable:: (1) the final, normalized,
nonlinear field energy Unf, a mecsure of the final
charge-density nonuniformity and (2) the f!nal parti -
t{on parameter Pf, n masure of thp final kinetic
energy asynsnatry.

In the ab!ence of additional theory to predict
these final vartables froma 61ven initial state, wc
have used numerical simulation studies to characterize—.
the fi-.al badm. Thus far, we have dune numerical
studies tor 2-0 contin~ou$ beiimsl~z~~i and spherical
bunched b@dms,* We find that the assumption of a
final, uniform charge density (Unf = O), which, ne-
glecting bmm-halo contributions, ~s expected In the
extreme space-charqe limit, leads to a good first
approxlrnat!on f~r the rapid chtirge-density red~stri
butlo~ cmponenl of emittdnce growth. For 2-O beam,,,
a general characteri7dtion of the findl partition p~
rametc “, which determines the usually slower, ktnrtlc
energy exchange process, is more complicated. Uhen

‘1’1~ thre? regions of il,itial tune depression dre
Identified: (1) a stable region at high initldl tunr
depression. kyi/kOy J 0.5 to 0.6, ul,ere P Ii un
chelged, (2) n trdns~tion region, uher~ Pf hds
ispprrached ecfulpartltioning, 1 c Pf < Pi, and (3) a
fully ●qutpartitionpd regton, Were Pf - 1, A$ the
beam fwcfoagotps further, PF approaches unity through
Out the transition region. Therefore, final ●qutpar
titionihg of the bedm iS ob}erved within a range of
tnitial tune depressions that begins at kyifko - 0.

{and approaches < stability threshold near kyi/ Oy ●

O.t to O.b with increa!ed distance of beam proDaqai}on.
In addl!ion to the amitiancr growth equation:,,

we have derived fo~lat for minimllm ftnal emittdnrc-,



corresponding to an extreme space-charge limit, when
Ci = O. Me predict that the minimum final emit-
tances should vary with beam current zs Cf Min = I

for 2-D continuous beams, and as cf,mln = i2/3 for
bunched beams.

Finally, we have shown how space-charge-induced
●mittance gtowth scales with the beam and channel
parameters through two dimensionless current-dependent
parameters and the aspect ratio of the zero-current
beam. He predict that emittance growth depends on
l/.x and I/cy for 2-D continuous beams a~d on

1/2 for bunched beams. Experimental1/. c~/2 and l/CzCy
“i●vl ence for emittance growth from charge redistribu-

tion of unneutralized beams fn real quadruple trans-
port channels has been reported.~. ~ Further studies
will be needed for real quadruple systems before we
can evaluate the utillty of these predictions for
improved high-current beam transport and accelerator
design.
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